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Abstract

A lack of clear guidance for funders, evaluators and improvers on what to include in evaluation proposals can lead to evaluation designs that do not answer the questions stakeholders want to know. These evaluation designs may not match the iterative nature of improvement and may be imposed onto an initiative in a way that is impractical from the perspective of improvers and the communities with whom they work. Consequently, the results of evaluations are often controversial, and attribution remains poorly understood. Improvement initiatives are iterative, adaptive and context-specific. Evaluation approaches and designs must align with these features, specifically in their ability to consider complexity, to evolve as the initiative adapts over time and to understand the interaction with local context. Improvement initiatives often identify broadly defined change concepts and provide tools for care teams to tailor these in more detail to local conditions. Correspondingly, recommendations for evaluation are best provided as broad guidance, to be tailored to the specifics of the initiative. In this paper, we provide practical guidance and recommendations that funders and evaluators can use when developing an evaluation plan for improvement initiatives that seeks to: identify the questions stakeholders want to address; develop the initial program theory of the initiative; identify high-priority areas to measure progress over time; describe the context the initiative will be applied within; and identify experimental or observational designs that will address attribution.
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Background

Recently, progress has been made in the improvement field to develop clearer guidance on how to describe the methods and results of improvement initiatives. For example, the Standards for Quality Improvement Reporting Excellence (SQUIRE) 2 provides guidelines on how to describe the problem an improvement initiative aimed to address, the rationale for the improvement approach, relevant contextual issues, what was found and what the findings mean [1]. Building on SQUIRE, guidance developing the evaluation design of improvement initiatives will be helpful. The current lack of clear guidance for funders, evaluators and improvers on what to include in evaluation proposals can lead to evaluations that do not answer the questions stakeholders want to know, designs that do not match the iterative, adaptive nature of improvement, or designs imposed onto an initiative that are impractical from the perspective of improvers and the communities with whom they work [2, 3]. Consequently, the results of evaluations are often controversial, and attribution remains poorly understood [4].

Improvement initiatives often identify broad change concepts and provide tools to tailor these to local conditions [5, 6]. For example, teams may be encouraged to place handwashing signs in places that make most sense to them, rather than in some pre-specified location. If teams find, as a result of their testing, that improvement occurs, they are encouraged to start testing in other settings, and move towards implementation. Moreover, across several sites, with varying capability and contexts the improvement work is likely to move at varying speeds. In some sites entirely, different approaches may be needed to bring about improvement. As such, improvement initiatives seldom follow a fixed protocol. The optimal evaluation will time specific activities such as data collection to the timing of the improvement activities. For example, there will be no point in collecting data from all settings in a site, if they are only testing in one or two places. Consequently, the timing of evaluation activities will need to follow the timing of the improvement activities. Thus, the activities and focus of improvement initiatives are likely to change over time as those undertaking local testing at the point of care learn what does and does not work with their context.

A major aspect of any intervention and its evaluation is the design. Much literature exists on the importance of including the evaluation team from the start of any project or program design. One approach, described by Leviton and colleagues, based on Evaluability Assessment, offers guidance relevant to improvement initiatives [2]. An evaluability assessment features components that include involving the intended users of evaluation information, clarifying the intended program, exploring the likely impact of the program, reaching agreement on needed changes in activities or goals, exploring alternative evaluation designs and agreeing on evaluation priorities and intended users of the information. Leviton describes an iterative process that funders and evaluators can follow to understand the program and develop the most appropriate evaluation design given available resources and time.

The Evaluability Assessment approach can be used to guide the development of an evaluation design for improvement projects and programs by:

- Agreeing among all key stakeholders, including the funder, improvement and evaluation teams, on the Theory of Change
- Agreeing among all key stakeholders, on the evaluation design, including:
  - The evaluation questions
  - Formative and/or summative approaches
- Availability and use of data to assess attribution
- Available human and financial resources

In this paper, we use the Evaluability Assessment approach to guide the design of evaluations for understanding attribution in improvement initiatives. We identify tools and approaches commonly used in the improvement field to provide practical guidance and recommendations for developing a proposal to evaluate improvement initiatives.

Agreeing on the Theory of Change

For improvement initiatives, the theory of change includes three interdependent pieces: the ‘What’, the ‘Context’ and the ‘How’, and below we summarize and recommend existing tools and approaches for describing these, and how they may be included in an evaluation plan:

The What

The ‘what’ describes the rationale for what changes, if made locally, may lead to improved outcomes. In improvement, Driver Diagrams are often used to illustrate the primary drivers the improvement team has identified and predict, if implemented, will lead to improvement [7]. From these primary drivers, detailed secondary drivers are identified and used by improvement teams to generate specific change ideas for local testing. Figure 1 shows an example of a Driver Diagram for an initiative that aims to reduce newborn mortality across six health care districts. The three primary drivers of the intended outcome are prioritizing increased access, activating local champions, and reliably delivering a clinical pre-natal care bundle. Developing Driver Diagrams requires clinical knowledge, critical appraisal skills, quantitative data skills and facilitation skills (Box 1).

Context

There are many considerations when seeking to understand the context within which an improvement initiative is conducted. In addition, context can change and be an active component of an initiative. There are growing options available for characterizing some aspects of context. To fully understand the impact of context, an evaluation plan must allow for the possibility that additional contextual themes will emerge [8, 9]. Contextual exploration likely requires social science input, including qualitative methods that consider the following:

- How context may interact with the ‘what’ and ‘how’ over the course of the improvement initiative
- An approach to describe how the context varies across participating sites
- A description of the process the improvement and evaluation teams will use to identify and measure the likely impact of context on the improvement initiative (Box 2).

The How

The evaluation plan must describe the entire intervention, including how people at the point of care are expected to test, implement or scale-up the changes depicted in the Driver Diagram. For example, if an IHI Breakthrough Series is used, the evaluation plan must describe the rationale for how the activities (learning sessions, action periods) will result in local change in the timescales available [10].
Logic models are used to depict the causal pathway from available resources to program activities to local short-term process changes, to long-term process changes and to improved outcomes [11]. Figure 2 shows an example of a Logic Model for the Newborn Mortality Reduction Initiative. The model aims to illustrate links between the planned improvement activities and how, over time, it may result in teams testing and showing improvement in process measures and implementing, spreading, and achieving sustained improved outcomes. A causal pathway illustrated in a logic model should specify:

- How planned activities in an improvement initiative will lead to outputs in local settings.
- How activities will lead to short-term outcomes in, for example, short-term process measures.

Box 1 Improving newborn mortality initiative

The recommendations can be illustrated by following the design of an evaluation for an initiative to improve newborn mortality in 15 maternity centers in a region of a low-income country.

Following the evaluability evaluation approach:

Agreeing on the theory of change:

The What: The improvement initiative leaders summarized the changes they recommended teams embarking on the improvement initiative follow in the form of a Driver Diagram (Fig. 1). The primary drivers of change they selected were to expand access to pre-natal care, activate community members to promote health and connect peers with health services and reliable delivery of pre-natal care bundle. Each of these primary drivers had associated secondary drivers, for example, to expand access to pre-natal care, the improvement leaders identified the need to provide supportive community structures, attractive health services, communication and transportation and remove cost barriers for pregnant women.

Box 2 Agreeing on the theory of change:

The Context: Following a series of interviews with participants, the improvement leaders understood that many of the participants were new to quality improvement, and required additional training in improvement methods. In addition, they found some variation among the participating sites in terms of leadership engagement, and the extent to which the goals of the initiative aligned with the strategic priorities of the organizations.
How local short-term process measures will lead to the improvement depicted in the primary or secondary drivers of improvement (Box 3).

Developing the evaluation design

As the theory of change is developed, appropriate evaluation questions and designs must be developed simultaneously. For key stakeholders and evaluators to agree on an evaluation design, the evaluability assessment approach recommends they review the theory of change and decide what evaluation questions they want to address, whether to use a formative or summative approach, and what data to collect. Only then will they be able to identify options for designs that will address attribution. The final choice of design will then be made in relation to available resources.

Agreeing on the evaluation questions

A key component of improvement initiatives is having a clear goal, agreed by stakeholders for what will be achieved. An evaluation plan must demonstrate an understanding of the major stakeholders and their roles, including a description of their evaluation goals and how the evaluation will align with them. For example, a government agency may want to know the overall impact of the initiative, and the cost to achieve wider scale-up. Improvement leads may want to know where the program worked and how a program can be...
What is the overall impact of the Spread and scale-up phase? Which elements of the model had the greatest impact on patient outcomes? Testing phase: Testing phase, the aim is to identify where a model works or can be amended to work. Hence, although refining The What will occur, developing The How and The Context will also be important. Example evaluation questions include:

- What is the overall impact of the overall model on health care quality and patient outcomes?
- Which elements of the model had the greatest impact on patient outcomes?

Spread and scale-up phase: The aim is to spread or scale-up the model in contexts earlier work has indicated it is likely to work or be amended to work. Here, the What and the Context should be well developed, and the focus will be primarily on the How. Evaluation questions may include:

- What is the overall impact of the overall model on health care quality and patient outcomes?
- To what extent did the impact of the model vary across settings?
- To what extent did the implementation vary from the model locally?
- To what extent can all the changes be implemented?
- What are barriers and facilitators to implementing the changes locally?
- What are the barriers and facilitators to undertaking the improvement activities as planned?

Table 1 Examples of evaluation questions by improvement phase

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The What</th>
<th>The Context</th>
<th>The How</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Innovation phase: Model development typically takes place in a small number of settings, and evaluation questions should focus largely on the What, for example:  
- What is the overall impact of the overall model on health care quality and patient outcomes?  
- Which elements of the model had the greatest impact on patient outcomes? | | |
| Testing phase: Testing phase, the aim is to identify where a model works or can be amended to work. Hence, although refining The What will occur, developing The How and The Context will also be important. Example evaluation questions include:  
- To what extent can all the changes be implemented?  
- What are barriers and facilitators to implementing the changes locally?  
- What are the barriers and facilitators to undertaking the improvement activities as planned? | | |
| Spread and scale-up phase: The aim is to spread or scale-up the model in contexts earlier work has indicated it is likely to work or be amended to work. Here, the What and the Context should be well developed, and the focus will be primarily on the How. Evaluation questions may include:  
- To what extent did the implementation vary from the model across settings?  
- What contextual factors are associated with the implementation of the model? | | |

Box 4 Agreeing on the evaluation design:
The evaluation questions

The improvement leaders had data demonstrating the changes described in the Driver Diagram had been implemented with a positive impact on outcomes in a number of other locations and settings. Working with the funders, and with an evaluation team the funders had identified, they jointly decided they were at the Spread and Scale-Up phase (Table 1), where they were aiming to spread the changes to contexts in which earlier work has indicated they would likely work. They decided to focus their evaluation questions primarily on how the changes would be implemented and secondarily on the overall impact of successful implementation on patient outcomes. The evaluation questions were:

1.1) To what extent can all the changes be implemented?  
1.2) To what extent did the implementation vary from the model across settings?  
1.3) What are barriers and facilitators to implementing the changes?  
1.4) What are the barriers and facilitators to undertaking the improvement activities?  
2) What is the impact of the overall model on patient outcomes?  

Amended to work in the future. Examples of evaluation questions by improvement phase are shown in Table 1.

Having clarified stakeholder questions, options for evaluation designs are required. The evaluation design should be clearly described. Issues to consider include the choice of summative and/or formative approaches, the desired strength of internal and external validity, availability of data, identification of counterfactuals and available resources for evaluation (Box 4).

Formative and/or summative approaches

Summative evaluation assesses program impact and determines the degree to which the program was successful. Formative evaluation aims to improve programs as they evolve. As shown in Table 1, the assignment of an initiative into one of the improvement phases of innovation, testing, and spread and scale-up can guide the choice of using summative or formative evaluation approaches. In the innovation and testing phases, the ‘What’ and ‘How’ are under development, and will adapt over time. In the spread phase, the ‘what’ and ‘how’ will be more developed, and less likely to adapt over time.

For initiatives in the innovation and testing phase, formative approaches are primarily used and feature mixed quantitative and qualitative methods, to capture how, where and with what impact models are being adapted over time. For initiatives in the spread and scale-up phase, summative approaches are primarily used and feature quantitative methods to estimate the overall impact of the model. Formative evaluation approaches should be considered in the spread and scale-up phase, particularly if adaptation and issues related to context are likely to occur during spread and scale-up (Box 5).
Box 5 Agreeing on the evaluation design:

Formative and/or summative approaches

The evaluation team recommended a formative approach to address evaluation questions 1.1–1.4, where the evaluation team would work with the improvement leads to collate and analyse process and outcome data at quarterly intervals to provide feedback on progress. For question 2, the evaluation team recommended a summative approach, where they would collate and analyse data at the end of the improvement work to assess overall impact on patient outcomes.

Box 6 Agreeing on the evaluation design:

Availability and use of data:

For evaluation questions 1.1 and 1.2, the evaluation team and improvement leads identified several key process measures aligning with the driver diagram that participants were expected to collect as part of their improvement work on a monthly basis. They agreed for the evaluation team to have access to this data every quarter, and for the evaluation team to plan a data quality exercise to assess the validity of the data.

For evaluation questions 1.3 and 1.4, the evaluation team recommended semi-structured qualitative interviews and site visits be undertaken with a sample of eight participating sites.

Moreover, the evaluation team recommended setting aside a time every quarter to understand whether the improvement leaders planned to change their approach based on the feedback, so that the evaluation plan could also be amended accordingly.

For evaluation question 2, the evaluation team planned to obtain data from an administrative system, available 6 months after the end of the improvement work. This administrative system was subjected to regular data quality audits.

Availability and use of data:

To understand where an improvement change works or can be adapted to make it work, clearly defined and prioritized data and measurement plans are required. These allow the evaluation to explore overall impact and variation across sites. To understand progress towards the goals of an improvement project and how progress can be attributed to the theory of change, several high-priority measures are required, aligning with progress on the Logic Model and Driver Diagram. In the Newborn Mortality example, the Driver Diagram in Fig. 1 and Logic Model in Fig. 2 suggest an outcome measure of newborn mortality, and process measures indicating access to pre-natal care, community champion activation, and reliability of care bundle delivery. Additional key measures on the causal pathway suggest those indicating gains in knowledge and application of improvement methods. As suggested in Fig. 2, specific dates by which measures are predicted to reach a specific target are needed. Measurement should focus on the overall outcomes, areas where the logic model suggests are high-leverage drivers or steps that are critical to have achieved, as well as areas where there exists a lack of consensus in the strength of evidence related to a step. Details should be provided regarding how frequently the data will be collected and how it is collected and validated. The data are ideally available in a format that allows for analysis of variation across sites. Measurement by participants at the point of care is an important feature of most improvement initiatives, and evaluators might consider building on existing participant data collection activities. However, if they do, it will be important to pay specific attention to data quality issues. As the limitations of data collected by participants might be difficult to overcome (e.g. data quality changing over time as the data collection skills of participants improve, and the positive bias that can be introduced when workers rate their own performance), evaluations desiring high internal validity might need outcomes to be measured by objective data collectors (e.g. high-quality surveyors). Finally, consideration should be given to measures that indicate unintended consequences, indicating whether a loss of quality has occurred elsewhere in the system (balancing measures) (Box 6).

Assessing attribution

With an understanding of the above areas, several mixed-method formative and summative evaluation designs relevant to the evaluation questions can be developed. We recommend using quantitative methods to estimate the impact or attribution of the initiative, and explore variation across settings; and qualitative methods to explore questions related to how or why an initiative did or did not progress and to understand issues related to adaptation of the models being implemented [12].

To assess attribution, the extent to which measured improvement results from the initiative, evaluation plans must describe a counterfactual—what is likely to happen if the initiative is not introduced. Table 2 summarizes approaches that can be used as the core of an evaluation design to assess attribution. Randomization should be explored where possible to assess attribution of specific aspects of the improvement initiative. We recommend evaluators base their design on one of these approaches and build the qualitative methodology, exploring questions of how and why around them. Table 3 summarizes additional issues for evaluators to consider depending on the Improvement Phase of the Initiative (Box 7).

Availability of human and financial resources

Developing, establishing and maintaining data collection systems are vital to the success of improvement initiatives, but is resource intensive. An evaluation may also want to extend data collection to comparator sites, increasing resource requirement. Moreover, surveys, site visits, and qualitative interviews, and ethnographic techniques whilst providing valuable insights, are resource intensive. Following the Evaluability Assessment approach, the evaluation designers will need to re-visit and amend the questions they identified earlier (see 3.1), and prioritize resources accordingly (Box 8).
In this paper, guided by the iterative evaluability assessment approach, we provide recommendations to inform funders and evaluators on what to look for when evaluating improvement initiatives. We focus these recommendations on designs that allow for the attribution of improvement results to improvement initiatives. These recommendations can be used to inform the development and review of Requests for Proposals, or in discussion with improvement practitioners when developing projects or programs. Additionally, our recommendations align with the SQUIRE 2 [1].

### Table 2 Core evaluation designs for assessing attribution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic features</th>
<th>When to use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Factorial design</td>
<td>To compare two or more models of a multifaceted model in one or two settings, where the context is well-understood (e.g. comparing three improvement initiatives: one with coaching only, one with learning sessions only, and one with both coaching and learning sessions).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stepped-wedge design</td>
<td>To take advantage of the delayed implementation of an intervention in a representative sample of settings, and explore their use as comparator sites; or when an intervention is thought to be beneficial and/or when it is impossible or impractical to deliver the intervention to everyone at the same time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controlled before and after study (CBA)</td>
<td>This non-randomized design can be used to establish a counterfactual when random assignment is not ethical, possible or practical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interrupted time series study (ITS)</td>
<td>Where comparators are not available, a counterfactual can be estimated by the baseline trend (i.e. a historical control). The validity of this design can be strengthened by having a separate control group. Random allocation may be used to allocate to the intervention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster randomized controlled trials</td>
<td>Where comparators are not available, use longitudinal data to assess for association in the take up of processes or activities with changes in outcomes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*E.g. in a two-armed study, create pairs of health facilities with similar attributes, then randomly assign one facility per pair to the intervention group, with the remaining facility being a control.*

### Table 3 Design considerations by improvement phase

**Innovation phase:**
- When developing a multifaceted model in a small number of settings, with a well-understood context, approaches such a factorial design can be explored [16]

**Testing phase:**
- Explore the possibility and potential implications of delaying implementation of the initiative in a representative sample of settings, and explore their use as comparator sites [17]
- Consider whether the model can be disaggregated and assessed using a stepped-wedge design [18]
- Where comparators are not available, a counterfactual may be available through use of longitudinal baseline data from participating sites, prior to participation in the initiative
- Where comparators are not available, use longitudinal data to assess for association in the take up of processes or activities with changes in outcomes
- In the testing phase, an approach to understanding where a model can be attributed to have worked or amended to work is important, and an exploration of the activity, process and outcome data across sites, and across specific contexts should be undertaken

**Spread and scale-up phase:**
- Explore the possibility and potential implications of delaying implementation of the initiative in a representative sample of settings, and explore their use as comparator sites
- When aiming to develop an approach for how a model can be implemented, consider whether the implementation model can be disaggregated and assessed using a stepped-wedge design
- Where comparators are not available a counterfactual may be available through use of longitudinal baseline data from participating sites, prior to participation in the initiative
- Where comparators are not available, compare within settings, activity and process data

*For all improvement phases:*
- If an experimental approach is not appropriate, the evaluation plan must offer an option for describing how attribution of outcomes can be assessed through triangulation of numerous analytical and research tasks

### Summary

In this paper, guided by the iterative evaluability assessment approach, we provide recommendations to inform funders and evaluators on what to look for when evaluating improvement initiatives. We focus these recommendations on designs that allow for the attribution of improvement results to improvement initiatives. These recommendations can be used to inform the development and review of Requests for Proposals, or in discussion with improvement practitioners when developing projects or programs. Additionally, our recommendations align with the SQUIRE 2 [1].
Recognizing the call for strengthening the evidence-base, the use of randomization in evaluation designs should also be explored [13]. Moreover, evaluation designs must consider the iterative, adaptive nature of improvement. Perhaps the most important aspect to look for in evaluation is the flexibility of evaluation design to respond to likely adaptations in how the improvement activities are applied across local contexts, recognizing that some sites will move more quickly than others. The complex adaptive nature of improvement requires additional interpretative work in evaluation design to fully understand The What and How and their interaction with The Context. As Dixon-Woods and others have argued, such work will benefit from sound theoretic underpinnings to understand underlying concepts and themes related to the ‘What’ and ‘How’ that may be applicable to other settings [14, 15].
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